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Abstract
Relying on the splitting of the collision operator introduced in (M2AN 34 (2000) 1109; (M2AN 32 (1998)
341), we prove theoretical convergence for an in4nite dimensional adaptation of the minimal residual algorithm
for Boltzmann transport equation in dimension two. Then we compare numerically this method with existing
nonaccelerated schemes. It gives good results which could even be further improved by adding a DSA or
SOR acceleration.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and notations
The behavior of neutrons in a two-dimensional domain D, in interaction with them, is described
by a function f(x; ) which represents, up to some factor, the :ux of neutron density at the position
x with velocity ∈B(0; 1). A function (x) accounts for neutron–domain interaction, whereas a
kernel k(x; ; ′) describes collisions between neutrons. At last, a neutron source is represented by
a nonnegative function S(x; ). We refer to [9,17] for a more precise introduction.
The function f veri4es an integro-di>erential equation. Our aim is to prove the convergence of a
minimal residual method to solve this equation. Then we compare numerically our algorithm with
some iterative methods developed in the last few years in [4,5]. Note that the convergence of this
algorithm could be accelerated by an adapted DSA [6,12].
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1.1. Mathematical setting
Let D bet a bounded open set of R2 with lipschitz boundary @D, and Q=D×B where B=B(0; 1)=
{∈R2; ‖‖2¡ 1}. The outer normal n(x) to @D exists almost everywhere, and we de4ne
− := {(x; )∈ @D × B;  · n(x)¡ 0}:
We consider the following problem: given a source term S, 4nd f :Q → R solution of the transport
equation [9]
(P)
Tf(x; ) = Kf(x; ) + S(x; ) in Q;
f(x; ) = 0 on −;
where T is the transport operator, Tf(x; ) =  · ∇xf(x; ) + (x)f(x; ) whose domain is
D(T ) = {f∈L2(Q):  · ∇xf∈L2(Q); f = 0 on −}
and K an integral operator of positive kernel k:
Kf(x; ) =
∫
B
k(x; ; ′)f(x; ′) d′:
We make the following
Assumptions. (A1) ∈L∞(D), ∃0¿ 0; (x)¿ 0 a.e. on D.
(A2) k(x; ; ′) = k(x; ′; ) and k is positive.
(A3) ∃c∈ [0; 1); ∀i∈{1; 2; 3; 4}; ∫Bi k(x; ; ′) d′6 0c=4 a.e. on Q, where Bi is the ith quarter
of the disk B, see Fig. 1.
(A4) k(x; ; ′) = C(x)
∑Nk
l=1 al()al(
′):
Remark 1. (1) One can replace assumption (A1) by this less restrictive assumption:
(A1′) (f; g)→ ∫D (x)f(x)g(x) dx is a scalar product on L2(D).
This allows  to vanish on sets of null measure in D. In this case one has to work in Lebesgue
space with weight .
(2) Assumption (A4) is not used for theoretical proof of convergence. However, it is necessary
to assume this form for k for the numerical splitting method to work (see numerical results). In this
case the symmetry assumption of (A2) is automatically veri4ed.
(3) We can also replace (A3) by (A3)’: ∃c∈ [0; 1); k(x; ; ′)6 0c=
(4) These assumptions (including (A4)) are satis4ed for usual kernels of neutronic as the constant
and Thomson kernels.
(5) Assumptions (A1)–(A3) ensure the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (P) in D(T ).
Indeed, they are stronger than those of [9], for example the symmetry property of k with assumption
(A3) give assumptions 2.67, p. 1105, which with (A1) imply assumption 2.40, p. 1092. From
Theorem 2, p. 1087, we know that Af :=  · ∇xf is a m-accretive operator with domain D(T ),
and the previous assumptions give existence and uniqueness of a solution of (P) in D(T ) (Theorem
4, p. 1105).
(6) Note that all obtained results are valid for nonzero incoming :ux in (P). Note also that from
the m-accretivity of A and Assumption (A1), T−1 exists.
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of B.
1.2. Classical and splitting methods
The standard method to solve (P), called the source iteration method, is based on a decoupling
between the di>erential and integral parts, through the following iterative scheme: given f0 ∈D(T ),
solve
(Ps)
Tfn+1 = Kfn + S in Q;
fn+1 ∈D(T ):
Close to the critical case (c ≈ 1), this algorithm becomes extremely slow. Several acceleration
methods of the convergence of (Ps) have been introduced and studied. In particular the di>usion
synthetic acceleration (DSA) method [12,7,6] and multigrid algorithms [14,16,8].
The main diJculties encountered while studying these methods lead the authors either to consider
the discretized equation in the angular variable [11,15], or the continuous equation with a truncated
expansion of k with respect to this angular variable [16,11].
To our knowledge, the only theoretical proof for the acceleration of the convergence in the con-
tinuous case (in space an angular variables) has been obtained for re:exive boundary conditions
in [12].
The idea in [2] is to introduce and study better algorithms than (Ps), relying on a splitting of the
collision operator, and adapted from the methods of Jacobi, Gauss–Seidel and SOR, in the in4nite
dimensional case. These algorithms can be accelerated by an adapted DSA method. This approach
has been studied in dimension one and two in [5], and successfully compared to standard DSA
method.
Our aim is to propose a new algorithm, replacing Jacobi, Gauss–Seidel or SOR algorithms, based
on an adaptation of the minimal residual method in in4nite dimensional case. Guthrie et al. [10]
applied a GMRES method with DSA preconditioner to the transport equation in the one-dimensional
isotropic case. However this numerical study does not use the MSI (modi4ed source iteration)
algorithm derived from the splitting of the collision operator, that we introduce now.
Let Kij; i; j∈{1; : : : ; 4} be the integral operator whose kernel is
kij(x; ; ′) = k(x; ; ′)× 1Qi(x; )× 1Qj(x; ′)
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with Qi = D × Bi, Bi being the ith quarter of the unit disk (see Fig. 1) and 1Qi(x; ) the indicator
function of Qi.
Since we have Kij(f) = Kij(f:1Qj)1Qi , operator K splits into K =
∑4
i; j=1 Kij. Note that Kij is an
operator acting from L2(Q), using only the values of f on Qj, such that Kijf has its support in Qi.
The solution of (P) is given by f = f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 with f1; f2; f3; f4 ∈D(T ) solution of
T − K11 −K12 −K13 −K14
−K21 T − K22 −K23 −K24
−K31 −K32 T − K33 −K34
−K41 −K42 −K43 T − K44


f1
f2
f3
f4
=

S1
S2
S3
S4
 ; (1)
where Si = S × 1Qi . Then we have fi = f × 1Qi for i∈{1; : : : ; 4}. The SOR method introduced in
[5] gives excellent results, but needs the computation of its optimal parameter, which in turn can
be very slow in the critical case. For these reasons we looked for a method that gives good rate of
convergence, but do not need any extra parameter calculation.
2. Minimal residual algorithm
This method was introduced in [13], in the 4nite dimensional case, and proved to converge
provided the matrix of the linear system has a de4nite positive symmetric part.
Using the operator splitting devised by Akesbi and Nicolet, the transport equation is equivalent
to the following system:

I −  11 − 12 − 13 − 14
− 21 I −  22 − 23 − 24
− 31 − 32 I −  33 − 34
− 41 − 42 − 43 I −  44


f1
f2
f3
f4
=

S˜1
S˜2
S˜3
S˜4
 ;
where we applied on components the operator T−1, and set  ij = T−1Kij, S˜i = T−1Si. The matrix of
operators of our system will be preconditioned by the inverse of diagonal, i.e.,
(I −  11)−1 0 0 0
0 (I −  22)−1 0 0
0 0 (I −  33)−1 0
0 0 0 (I −  44)−1
 ;
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leading to the following matrix of operators:
A=

I −(I −  11)−1 12 −(I −  11)−1 13 −(I −  11)−1 14
−(I −  22)−1 21 I −(I −  22)−1 23 −(I −  22)−1 24
−(I −  33)−1 31 −(I −  33)−1 32 I −(I −  33)−1 34
−(I −  44)−1 41 −(I −  44)−1 42 −(I −  44)−1 43 I
 :
In order to perform a minimal residual method, we have to make clear which operations between
matrix and vectors, appearing in the method, can be calculated from a numerical point of view.
We are willing to solve AF=B, where F=t (f1; f2; f3; f4)∈D(T )4. We denote by 〈; 〉 the scalar
product in (L2(Q))4, i.e. 〈F;G〉 = (f1; g1) + (f2; g2) + (f3; g3) + (f4; g4) where (; ) is the standard
L2(Q) scalar product. Similarly, ‖‖2 will represent the norm in (L2(Q))4 associated to this scalar
product.
The minimal residual method, minimizing E(F) = ‖B−AF‖22, takes the following form:
Let f0 ∈D(T ), F0 = (f01Qi)i=1; :::;4, R0 = B−AF0, P0 = R0, Q0 =AP0.
While ‖Rk‖2¿& do
begin
'k =
〈Rk; Qk〉
〈Qk; Qk〉 ;
Fk+1 = Fk + 'kPk ;
Rk+1 = Rk − 'kQk;
(k+1 =−〈AR
k+1; Qk〉
〈Qk; Qk〉 ;
Pk+1 = Rk+1 + (k+1Pk;
Qk+1 =ARk+1 + (k+1Qk
end
In the previous algorithm, we have to make clear how we compute the product A times a vector,
since A contains some inverse operator.
So let g∈D(T ), G= (g1Qi)i=1; :::;4 and see how to compute Z= (z1; z2; z3; z4) verifying
Z=AG:
Componentwise, this equality means for i = 1; : : : ; 4,
zi = gi −
∑
j =i
(I −  ii)−1 ijgj:
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Applying T (I −  ii) = T − Kii to the 4rst equation we get
(T − Kii)(gi − zi) =
∑
j =i
Kijgj: (2)
These integro-di>erential equations can be calculated numerically [1] thanks to the splitting and the
special form of the kernel assumed in (A.4). More explicitly, the equation R0=B−AF0 corresponds
to solve the system
(T − Kii)(r0i + f0i ) = Si +
∑
j =i
Kijf0j ; i = 1; : : : ; 4;
whereas Q0 =AP0 stands for
(T − Kii)(p0i − q0i ) =
∑
j =i
Kijp0j ; i = 1; : : : ; 4:
At last, the product ARk+1 =:Dk+1 which of course is calculated only one time per iteration, is
associated to the following equations:
(T − Kii)(rk+1i − dk+1i ) =
∑
j =i
Kijrk+1j ; i = 1; : : : ; 4:
Remark 2. Eqs. (2) corresponds to one step of a Jacobi iteration. One could also think of a Gauss–
Seidel iteration, which would be in that case
(T − Kii)(gi − zi) =
∑
j¿i
Kijgj −
∑
j¡i
Kijzj:
Of course one may also perform a symmetric Gauss–Seidel iteration; in what follows we study the
convergence of this iterative method with a Jacobi type iteration. We present numerical results for
Jacobi, Gauss–Seidel and symmetric Gauss–Seidel iterations.
2.1. Rate of residual decreasing
Applying elementary analysis of [13], we have the following estimate on the residual (cf. [3] for
the proof):
Proposition 1. Let Fk be constructed by the preceding algorithm starting from F0. Then for
k¿ 0,
E(Fk+1)6E(Fk)
(
1− 〈R
k;ARk〉
〈Rk; Rk〉
〈Rk;ARk〉
〈ARk;ARk〉
)
: (3)
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2.2. Theoretical convergence
Let us prove 4rst that our operator A has somehow de4nite positive symmetric part, so that for
some .¿ 0,
〈Rk;ARk〉
〈Rk; Rk〉 ¿ .:
Proposition 2. Under assumption (A1)–(A3) the operator A has a de8nite positive symmetric
part and veri8es
〈AF; F〉¿ 1− c
1− (c=4)‖F‖
2
2; ∀F ∈D(T )4: (4)
Proof. We have
〈AF; F〉 =
4∑
i=1
‖Fi‖22 −
4∑
i=1
∑
j =i
(Fi; (I −  ii)−1 ijFj)
¿
4∑
i=1
‖Fi‖22 − /
4∑
i=1
∑
j =i
‖Fi‖2‖Fj‖2
if ‖(I −  ii)−1 ij‖26 /. The corresponding symmetric bilinear form on R4 is de4nite positive when
/¡ 13 , since its eigenvalues are 1− 3/ and 1 + /. It remains to control the norms of  ii and  ij. To
this end, let us state the following
Lemma 3. Under assumptions (A1)–(A3), ‖ ij‖26 c=4, for (i; j)∈{1; : : : ; 4}2.
Postponing the demonstration of this lemma, we compute
‖(I −  ii)−1 ij‖2 = sup
‖f‖2=1
‖(I −  ii)−1 ijf‖2
= sup
‖f‖2=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
( ∞∑
k=0
 kii
)
 ijf
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
6
( ∞∑
k=0
‖ ii‖k2
)
‖ ij‖2
6
‖ ij‖2
1− ‖ ii‖2 :
Thus from lemma
‖(I −  ii)−1 ij‖26 (c=4)1− (c=4) =
c
4− c :
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Therefore taking /= c=(4− c)¡ 13 as c¡ 1, the smallest eigenvalue of the bilinear form on R4 is
1− 3/= 1− c
1− (c=4) :
The result follows.
Proof of Lemma 3. Recall that A= ·∇x is m-accretive on D(T ). It induces a m-accretive operator
Ai on L2(Qi) whose domain is
D(Ai) = {f∈L2(Qi):  · ∇xf∈L2(Qi); f = 0 on i};
where −i = − ∩ (@D × Bi). Let g∈D(Ai) solution of Tg= Kijf with f∈L2(Qj). Then
(Tg; g) = (Aig; g) + (g; g)¿ (g; g):
Thus
(g; g)6 (Kijf; g):
But thanks to Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
(Kijf; g) =
∫
D
∫
Bi×Bj
k(x; ; ′)f(x; ′)g(x; ) d′ d dx
6
∫
D
(∫
Bi×Bj
k(x; ; ′)f(x; ′)2 d′ d
)1=2
×
(∫
Bi×Bj
k(x; ; ′)g(x; )2 d′ d
)1=2
dx
=
∫
D
(∫
Bj
f(x; ′)2
[∫
Bi
k(x; ; ′) d
]
d′
)1=2
×
(∫
Bi
g(x; )2
[∫
Bj
k(x; ; ′) d′
]
d
)1=2
dx:
Observe that assumption (A2) on k imply that condition (A3) reads∫
Bi
k(x; ; ′) d6
0c
4
and
∫
Bj
k(x; ; ′) d′6
0c
4
:
Finally,
0‖g‖226 (g; g)6 (Kijf; g)6 (0c=4)‖f‖2‖g‖2;
the last two norms being taken on Qj and Qi, respectively. This gives the announced bound.
Now we turn to the second expression appearing in (3), to prove that for some 0¿ 0 we have
〈Rk;ARk〉
〈ARk;ARk〉¿ 0:
In fact we can give an explicit value for 0:
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Proposition 4. Under assumptions (A1)–(A3), the matrix (of operators) A veri8es
〈AF; F〉¿ 4− c
2(2 + c)
〈AF;AF〉; ∀F ∈D(T )4: (5)
Proof. Denoting by Jij = (I −  ii)−1 ij, we have
〈AF;AF〉=
4∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣Fi −
∑
j =i
JijFj
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
2
=
4∑
i=1
‖Fi‖22 + ∑
j =i; k =i
(JijFj; JikFk)− 2
∑
j =i
(JijFj; Fi)

and
〈AF; F〉=
4∑
i=1
‖Fi‖22 −∑
j =i
(JijFj; Fi)
 ;
so that for 0¿ 12 (we hope we would 4nd such a 0),
〈AF; F〉 − 0〈AF;AF〉 =
4∑
i=1
[
(1− 0)‖Fi‖22 − 0
∑
j =i; k =i
(JijFj; JikFk)
+ (20− 1)
∑
j =i
(JijFj; Fi)
]
¿
4∑
i=1
[
(1− 0)‖Fi‖22 − 0
(
c
4− c
)2 ∑
j =i; k =i
‖Fj‖2‖Fk‖2
− (20− 1) c
4− c
∑
j =i
‖Fi‖2‖Fj‖2
]
since we showed in the proof of previous proposition that ‖Jij‖26 c=(4−c). Once again, we consider
the associated symmetric bilinear form on R4, which after gathering terms is
2(X ) =
4∑
i=1
(1− 0− 30( c
4− c
)2)
X 2i −
(
(20− 1) c
4− c + 20
(
c
4− c
)2)∑
j =i
XiXj
 :
It is clear that for this bilinear form is positive if and only if
1− 0− 30
(
c
4− c
)2
¿ 3(20− 1) c
4− c + 60
(
c
4− c
)2
which gives
06
(4− c)
2(2 + c)
:
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Fig. 2. Constants appearing in (4), (5) and (6).
We easily verify that this value is always greater that one half (see Fig. 2).
We can now state the convergence result.
Theorem 5. Under assumptions (A1)–(A3), the minimal residual method converges, i.e., Fk con-
verges toward the unique solution of (1), and the residual decreases at least at the following
rate:
E(Fk+1)6E(Fk)
(
1− 1− c
1 + (c=2)
)
for k¿ 0: (6)
Proof. Plugging estimations (4) and (5) into (3), we get (6). As c¡ 1, this means that E(Fk+1)
converges toward 0 when k goes to in4nity. Using (4) we have
‖Fk+1 −A−1B‖226
(4− c)
4(1− c) 〈AF
k+1 − B; Fk+1 −A−1B〉;
so that ‖Fk+1−A−1B‖26 ((4−c)=4(1−c))E(Fk+1)1=2 which means Fk+1 → F where AF=B.
Remark 3. Our estimate of the convergence rate (6) is not optimal. Indeed, the forthcoming
numerical tests will show that our algorithm works for values of c greater than one (see Figs. 7
and 8).
Remark 4. We see from (6) that convergence is ensured if c¡ 1. In the trivial case when c = 0,
we 4nd that our method converges in one iteration, since E(F1) = 0. We could expect this since
in this case, there is no coupling between components (A is the identity). We draw on Fig. 2 the
behavior of the three constants appearing in (4)–(6).
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3. Discretization
Let D = (0; a)× (0; b). We consider the following triangulation of D:
MD =
⋃
i; j
([xi; xi+1]× [yj; yj+1]) =
⋃
i; j
Di; j
and a triangulation of the disk B: MB=
⋃
k Tk . Every iteration of our algorithm relies on the resolution
of the following problem:
(T − Kll)fl = g;
fl ∈D(T );
where g has support included in Ql, and l∈{1; 2; 3; 4}. Without loss of generality we can consider
the case l= 1. For a kernel k respecting assumption (A4), our problem becomes
7
@f1
@x
+ 8
@f1
@y
+ f1 = C(x; y)
Nk∑
l=1
'l(7; 8)
∫
B1
'l(7′; 8′)f1(x; y; 7′; 8′) d7′ d8′ + g:
We call Ph(k; l) the set of functions fh(x; y; 7; 8) de4ned on Q such that their restriction to Di;j×Tk
is a polynomial of degree less or equal to k with respect to the spatial coordinates x; y and of degree
less or equal to l with respect to the angular variables 7; 8. We introduce the discrete space Vh as
the space of functions fh ∈Ph(1; 0) vanishing on −, such that
x →
∫ yj+1
yj
∫
Tk
fh(x; y; 7; 8) dy d7 d8 and y →
∫ xi+1
xi
∫
Tk
fh(x; y; 7; 8) dx d7 d8
are continuous functions. We set
mi;j; k =
1
|Di;j| × |Tk |
∫
Di; j×Tk
fh(x; y; 7; 8) dx dy d7 d8;
xi; j; k =
1
hx × |Tk |
∫ xi+1
xi
∫
Tk
fh(x; yj; 7; 8) dx d7 d8;
yi; j; k =
1
hy × |Tk |
∫ yj+1
yj
∫
Tk
fh(xi; y; 7; 8) dy d7 d8;
where hx = xi+1 − xi and hy = yj+1 − yj. We denote by h the projector from D(T ) on Ph(0; 0):
h(f)|Di; j×Tk =
1
|Di;j| × |Tk |
∫
Di; j×Tk
f(x; y; 7; 8) dx dy d7 d8:
Taking into account assumption (A4), we de4ne the discrete operator Ah on D(T ) by
Ah(f) = h
(
7
@f
@x
+ 8
@f
@y
)
+ h()h(f)
−h(C)
Nk∑
l=1
h('l)
(∫
B1
h('l)(7′; 8′)h(f)(x; y; 7′; 8′) d7′ d8′
)
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and we consider the associated problem
(Ph)
Find fh ∈Vh such that
Ah(fh) = h(g):
Observe that for each fh ∈Vh the imposed continuity conditions lead to
mi;j; k = 12(
x
i; j+1; k + 
x
i; j; k) =
1
2(
y
i+1; j; k + 
y
i; j; k): (7)
The discrete problem (Ph) can be written as follows:(
27k
hx
+
28k
hy
+ i; j
)
mi;j; k = Ci;j
Nk∑
l=1
'l;k2li; j +
27k
hx
yi; j; k +
28k
hy
xi; j; k + gi; j; k (8)
for all i; j and k such that Tk ∈B1, where
7k =
1
|Tk |
∫
Tk
7 d7 d8; 8k =
1
|Tk |
∫
Tk
8 d7 d8; i; j =
1
|Di;j|
∫
Di; j
(x; y) dx dy;
Ci; j =
1
|Di;j|
∫
Di; j
C(x; y) dx dy; gi; j; k =
1
|Di;j| × |Tk |
∫
Di; j×Tk
g(x; y; 7; 8) dx dy d7 d8
are known quantities, and 2li; j =
∑
k′=Tk′∈B1 'l;k′mi;j; k′ is unknown.
The incoming :uxes are given on Q1 by 
y
0; j; k = 
x
i;0; k = 0. We now explain how to compute
yi+1; j; k and 
x
i; j+1; k from 
y
i; j; k and 
x
i; j; k .
Multiplying (8) by (27k=hx + 28k=hy + i; j)−1'l′ ; k and summing on k, we obtain for each l′ ∈
{1; 2; : : : ; Nk} a linear equation between the unknown quantities 2li; j, which leads to a small linear
system Nk×Nk . Once this system has been solved, the 2li; j are used in (8) to compute mi;j; k which in
turn are plugged into (7) to get xi; j+1; k and 
y
i+1; j; k .
For the presented numerical results, we consider D = (0; 1)× (0; 1) and hx = hy = 110 , except for
the last test where we choose hx=hy= 1100 . Each quarter of the unit disk is subdivided into 25 mesh
elements (and 100 mesh elements for the last test). We take a constant kernel k(;′) = c=. The
exact solution of our test problem is given by
f(x; y; 7; 8) =

xy on Q1
(1− x)y on Q2
(1− x)(1− y) on Q3
x(1− y) on Q4:
For every iterative methods tested there, iterations are stopped when ‖Fk+1 − Fk‖1=‖Fk+1‖1 is less
than a prescribed &¿ 0.
4. Numerical results and discussion
We compare our methods with Gauss–Seidel method and SOR, which has been proved to be a
very eJcient method. We have to keep in mind that SOR needs the computation of a relaxation
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Fig. 3. Comparison of cpu time at 4xed  = 50.
parameter which is very time consuming: in one dimension a formula exists for this relaxation
parameter, which needs the computation of the spectral radius of Jacobi iterations. In dimension two
there is no known formula for this parameter, thus it should be determined by dichotomy. We did
not include computation time for this parameter in SOR in all forthcoming tests.
There is two sets of tests: one at 4xed , another for 4xed c. For each case, we 4rst compare
all the methods, and then we remove Gauss–Seidel to compare the methods for critical values: c
near one and large . As shown in Fig. 3, our method with symmetric Gauss–Seidel solver seems
very close to SOR, without computation of any optimal parameter. For values of c close to 1, the
situation is even better since SOR converges in more and more iterations near c = 1, whereas we
can compute the solution for c = 1 with our method, as seen on Fig. 4.
Turning now to the  dependence, you could see in Fig. 5 that our schemes are comparable to
SOR (again in which we did not count the time spent to compute the relaxation parameter) for small
values of . A test for really large values of  reveals that our scheme converges more and more
rapidly as  increases, whereas SOR keeps a constant number of iterations (see Fig. 6 in decimal
log scale).
As our algorithm seemed to converge even for c¿ 1, we plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 some tests for
c from 1 to 4. This last value is a critical value for which our numerical method may fail to work
(the leading coeJcient in (8) may vanish). Note that our algorithm is still more eJcient for great
values of .
In our last test (Fig. 9), we took c close to 1 and  very large: =106, with a 4ner discretization
in spatial and angular variables (ten times 4ner in x and y and four times in 7 and 8). The obtained
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results prove that our method remains eJcient and well conditioned even for a 4ne discretization.
It is certainly due to the fact that, in contrast with DSA method, we do not solve any large linear
system. The method is as eJcient as SOR, in which we did not include the time spent for the
optimal parameter calculation.
5. Conclusions
We showed through the previous numerical tests that our methods are as eJcient as SOR for
critical cases (c close to 1 or large ), and converge even faster for noncritical cases. Moreover, their
implementation is as easy as standard algorithm (Ps). They are naturally devised for parallelization.
A work is in progress for the acceleration of this algorithm by an adapted DSA method [5], and its
comparison with standard DSA.
We noticed during our numerical tests a faster rate of convergence of our algorithms than theo-
retically estimated by (6). Maybe this estimation could be improved.
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